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Vji Commission Offers
hpnpiMS Wide Service

Annual Women's Issue

nhmt

By Gladys Bickmore '42
M are upper-classmen some* d it difficult to turn a backto that time when we
i 6lance to become freshmen in
L about
recall vaguely the letters
«• W
bv members of Student GovMi
hv members of the Women's
we doubtless
Association;
tic
letters which were
the
mber
our "big sisters" and "big
M'
the Christian Association
lers
which offered us a fore3
:booi=
lintroduction to the place and
* nce of that organization on the
Perhaps we recollect being
'""(he station on that very first
rtth a cordial welcome from
"'■iibers of the Freshman Com-

fuller and deeper meaning of college
life—the truth of this statement is
enhanced.
But now to the actual work of toe
C. A. Almost everyone knows that the
Social Committee, in cooperation with
the Chase Hall Committee, is respon- VOL. LXIX. NO. ST.* ^
PRICE: 10 CENT*
BATES COLLEQE, LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1492
sible for the Saturday Night Dances,
but added to this one item are such
features as the afternoon cocoas
which are so popular during midyears, the music in the dining rooms
at Fiske and Commons; the dance
classes which are held In the fall for
the primary purpose of giving inrtruction to those who are unable to
dance. This committee also works in
cooperation with WAA on the Mav
E
tiU later the varlous ac_ Day Breakfast and during Mothers'
ad
s
"
a
The Christian Association Banquet
All those eligible for Selective
(,; Freshman Week. Again, Week End takes charge of the Dance
Sunday a deputations group, conThere is still an opportunity for
which was originally scheduled for
Tomorrow afternoon the Standing
Service,
who
are
not
already
regmay be more than vague re- and Open House In Chase Hall. Coed
January 22, was postponed due to the sisting ot Myra Hoyt '42 and Eleanor Summer School Committee presents
istered, will do so Monday, Feb.
ces l0T tt ls lulte
8Blble dining, supper forums after Vesper several to sign up for the CAA
'lran "
P°
Course, it has been announced. The
change in the schedule of Mid-Year Wood '42, will go to Portland State its plans for a summer session to the
16, at the President's Office, from
' offle of us have become vitally Services, and the C. A. Banquet conquota
is
not
yet
full,
and
it
la
absoexaminations. A new definite date Street CongrfcgaUoaal Church. On the laculty for formal action. This com7
a.
m.
to
9
p.
rn..
.
the wor
MABB 1»
^ °f tbe C. A. rtitute the remainder of its activities. lutely necessary that this be done behas been set for March 10, at has same day Fioreiice Skinner '44 and mittee, made up of Pres. Clifton D.
, v„» become engaged directly in Thus, the social aspect is accomJohn Marsh '43 will travel to Saco. Gray as chairman. Prof. Samuel F.
been announced.
fore the course can be given. This is
„/ ils activities and opportunl- plished by C. A. in giving to all of its
Plans for the rest of February have Harms, Dr. Robert A. McDonald,
the last chance to have CAA given
The committee ls headed by Nancy
But despite whether or not we members the opportunity to gain
been completed. The week end of tbe Prof. Raymond L. Kendall, and Dr.
here, sirfce, if the quota is not met at
Terry
'43,
and
she
has
assisting
her
^remember our first contact with much from this aspect of college life.
this time, no course will be given this
Betty Bliss '43. Betty Roberts '42, 22nd, John Tierney '42 and Prlscilla Lloyd W. Fisher,, laid the plans for
despite our early impressions—we Religion Committee
semester nor at any other time in the
Marie Radcliffe '44, Mary McGrail '43, Bowles '42 will conduct a service at preliminary discussion before a facwe
, ible, if
take the trouble to Has Wide Scope
Madison. N. H.. and to Norway, Les- ulty meeting last Monday. It is hoped
future. It any studfents are interested
All C. A. religious activities on
j1 w see evidences of the work of
Next Sunday afternoon, at 3:30, and Elaine Bush '44.
ter Smith '43, Almond Fish '44, Mi- that general announcement of the rethe time to sign up ls now!
It is hoped that the guest speaker riam Cram '44. and Robert Curtis '42. sults of the decision of the faculty
association in all our daily expo- campus are taken care of by the ReIt should be emphasized that three there will be a Vesper Service in the
ses, 'a lts wor,t with each new ligion Committee — Vesper Service.s, hours credit is given for the course Chapel. It is the World Day of l ray- for the banquet will be Edith Lerrigo. That same week end a group consist- will be ready for publication in next
ijdlusan class. In its weekly Chape i weekly Chapel speakers and services. and may be considered as one of the er, and the service will be similar to Miss Lerrigo was graduated from ing of Harold Wheeler '43, Richard week's issuo of the STUDENT.
■trices, etc. Whether we be Seniors Various discussion groups which meet five required subjects. Anyone who is that used by other groups all over Bates in 1337. White In Bates she was Keach '44. and Frances Rolfe '43 will
The Summer School Committee has
fji hazy memories or Freshmen on campus and at the different profes- enlisted in the class V-5 is eligible. the world. This service will be spon- president of the Young Women's go to Central Square, Portland.
been considering general plans for a
33 rather vivid recollections, we ac- sors' houses for the purpose of talk- These personsare advised to take the sored by the Christian Association. Christian Association, formerly sepThe next week, the 28th. Harold summer session for some time. At the
ji unconsciously or perhaps tak? ing over religious problems are spon- course. Any student taking CAA will Verne Smith '42 and Edwin Nutting arated from the Men's Christian As- Wheeler '43. Betsey Corsa '44, Edward mid-winter meeting of the Board of
sociation. She then obtained her Masgranted the C. A. and its work. sored by the Religion Committee, as be immediately deferred by his local '45 are making the arrangements
Sherbloom '44, and Florence Skinner Trustees in Boston, the proposal for
are
the
drives
for
the
World
Student
| know it to be one of the most
The tentative program includes Of ter's degree from Columbia Univer- '44 will go to South Paris, while Ar- such a session as a means of accelerdraft board.
sity.
aortant organizations on the cam- Service Fund and the Storm Cam1 3 training consists of 72 hours Kayborn L. Zerby as leader of the
nold Stevens '44. Frances Walker '44. ating the student program was
paign.
Closely
associated
with
this
She is the New England secretary and Prlscilla Bowles '42 will travel to brought up. At the same time, moreT a because we have been told all
of ground school given on campus fervice, and selections by the choir.
{trough our college course that this committee is that of Deputations, three evening a week; to be followed The service ls being held a half hour of the Student Christian Association Pride's Corner.
over, the faculty had been considerits status. But how many of us are which adds proof to the fact that the by 35 to 50 hours of flying at the earlier than usual, so It will not con- whose headquarters are in Boston.
ing the same problem. A joint comflict with the coed tea which is to be Last fall she was selected from all
ally aware of C. A.? "How many of C. A.'s program is far-reaching in its Lewlston-Auburn Airport.
mittee of the Registration Committee,
the national secretaries to promote
Prof. Harms, Dr. "W. A. Lawrance,
j realise that its purpose involves work, in that this commutes takes
During the last two years that It held on the same day.
F
and arrange the National Students
Dr. Paul R. Sweet, Miss Mabel Libby,
-«tban the Saturday Night Dances charge of religious activities away has been given thirty-two Bates peoConference in Oxford, Ohio, where
Dean Hazel Clark, and Mr. Harry W.
ad its work covers a far broader ex- from the campus—in nearby commu- ple have passed" this course.
nities and towns. Speakers and perone thousand students from the UnitRowe, and of the Curriculum Commitcise than the Sunday afternoon Vessons with musical talents are sent to
ed States were present
e Services?
Try-outs for the varsity Debate tee, Pres. Gray, Prof. Robert G. Bervarious schools, churches, men's clubs
kelman. Prof. J. M. Carroll, Dr. Lloyd
Miss Lerrigo is in great demand in Squad were held last week, and the
tork Of Commission
and boys' clubs. Worship services and
W. Fisher, Dr. Lawrance, and Dr.
members
are—1942:
Prlscilla
Bowles,
H» Social Value
socials are planned for Sunday
Within the last year several Bates women's colleges of New England.
Cnarles Buck, Arthur Cole, Honorine McDonald, worked on the problem.
men, and ex-Bates men have entered
| It is a generally known fact that he schools and churches.
Hadley, Thomas Howarth, David After this committee discussed the
One of the score of Outing Club the army and navy. The specific lines
Lo would serve best would serve
Again in the realm of service are
Nichols, Paul Quimby, and Jane advisibility of a summer session, the
iell, and in a large sense this is the the Community Service and Social members who went on the Bridgton of activity these boys have gone into
Woodbury; 1943: George Antunes, Standing Summer School Committee
Uhtlosophy upon which the Christian Action Committees. The former in- trip Sunday, reported that the only ore varied, and interesting. A letter
Henry Corey, Freeman Rawson, Val- began to work on the details of it.
'Associate Is built. Indeed, when one cludes a great deal of work which Is memory of mishaps outside of two was received recently on campus fro>u
Since Bates has had in the past a
erie Salving, Arnold Stlnchfleld, John
itet into consideration the scope and done at the Old Ladies' Home in broken skis was of "sitzmarks all a former member of the class of '42,
Thu r low. and Alexander Williams; regular summer school, all plans for
' l-.iety of its services, its desire to Lew is ton, the Children's Home in over the hlTl" and under miscellan- P.obert Stiles. Realizing that students
In last year's women's edition of 1944: Madeline BuUer, Elizabeth Cort, a summer session to accomodate
|*t the needs, religious, social and \uburn, and the County Jail. Cards eous data just, "more * sitzmarks". may not know as much as they might the STUDENT appeared the follow- Mildred Cram, Donald Day, Ann Brad- Bates undergraduates must be arI ritual, of the students, and its un- are sent at Christmas time, maga- Since there were over one hundred like about the army, he has written, ing statement: "War has not been ley Dearborn, Despina Doukas, Ed- ranged with this in mind. This makes
Istving purpose of giving to them zines are provided, programs are put other people at Mount Pleasant, per- in the hope that they "might be inter- declared, but Bates ls steadily trying ward Dunn, Robert Macfarlane, Nor- the problem of instituting such a seshaps the twenty in the Bates group ested in learning of what we are do- to do her part in peace time activi- man Temple, Vincent McKuslck, ana sion here much different from that at
(Continued on page four)
I settling to which to turn for a
were responsible for only one-fifth ing here" to give a general idea of a ties." What was Bates doing? There Arnold Stevens.
Colby and Bowdoln.
of the marks.
particular phase of the work.
was a CAA flight course, some of the
The freshman prize speaking deDr. and Mrs. Sawyer and Mr. and
"Bob" is stationed at Napier Field, girls and faculty wives were knitting bates are to be held Tuesday night.
Mrs. Ross left with the group at Alabama, which is one of the many blankets, shawls, helmets, etc., and
Feb. 24, in the radio room in Chase
9:00. finding twenty-one Inches of Air Corps Flying Schools in the the Varsity Club had volunteered as
Hal|, at seven and at eight o'clock. At
heavy snow on arrival, and more to Southeast Training Center. The work airplane spotters. Yes, they were
seven o'clock. Resolved, that the Fedfall all day. What was termed aii at this field is "devoted to the train- great "peace time activities", but let
eral Government should provide 20,' i recent poU has veen conducted Woods, respectively: "Shorter terms "amazing feat" was that the skiers, ing of United Kingdom Students in
us look at the Bates campus today. 000 competitive scholarships of $500
Next week end, the members of
|« what students think of the short- seem to fit naturally in the general "treaded the hill all morning".
pursuit work". The men here vary in War has been declared and Bates has each, yearly, to needy college stuPchneehasen, the women's ski club,
M school year. Althouh everyone national hurry up schedule, I guess.
An incident on the trie which had age from the very young to the mid- stepped into its place In defense efdents. Affirmative, Maurice Benewitz> will travel to Laconia, N. H., for their
■ accepted the fact that this semes- It doesn't seem to me the amount ot many hard put to conceal their feel- dled aged.
forts.
•>nd Jack Bogert; negative, Robert annual ski trip. This trip promises to
k is shortened, students still hold time we're sacrificing is going to make ings was that of a girl in another
Stiles is engaged in teaching these
Daniels and Traflon Mendall. At eight be one of the hlfUi'ights of the seaMore
and
more
girls
are
knitting
us have to cram, but at the same group who kept demanding service
Serent ideas on the matter.
men the fundamentals of Air Combat. for the Red Cross and Bundles for o'clock. Resolved, that a democratic son. Miss Walmsley, Miss Parrott.
it gives the students who are work- time it doesn't give us seniors quite from her five-vear-old sister. One of They are now on a 24 hour schedule,
Brifffin. Mrs. Klerstead has hard government is justified in using any Miss Moller, and Coach and Mrs.
[H their way through college more so much time to get frantic about next the mainstays of the Girls' Ski Club in order that the training course,
work keeping them supplied with propaganda means of influencing pub- Durgin will accompany the party.
pa to earn money as told by Robert year's Job". "I think we have got to told Dr. Sawyer that any minute she which formerly took ten weeks, may
yarn* Announcement was recently lic opinion to keep up morale during
«'«: uood idea—I like it because do it because all other colleges arc might forget the child psychology bhe now be completed in six, or seven
Members of the Ski Club who will
made of another CAA flight course war. Affirmative, Dorothy Babcock,
l
Sves us more time to work during getting out earlier, and we'll find had learned hi Dr. Bertocci's class if
under the new program.
Priscilla Crane, and Nancy Lord; make the trip are: Terry Foster '41,
for
upperciassmen
and
of
special
me:
they'll be getting jobs ahead of us''. the "bully" continued imposing on the
suaa.br".
A portion of the" letter was giveD chanical drawing and mathematics negative, Doris Dixon, Christine Still- Helen Mansfield '43, Claire Greenleaf
| Science majors also have pro and
Then there are those who enjoy little girl. Dr. Sawyer's opinion is not
•42, Martha Littlefleld '43, Ruth Parkover to a detailed description of the c'asses. Already we have accepted man, and Barbara Tabor.
' paints of view about this. Charles college enough so that they would ra- recorded, hut it is certain that the
hurst '44, Elizabeth Lever '44, Eleaactivities at the field during the first the shortened second semester, car^•fciu '43 sayB: "I hop* that it ther have a long semester than be small Sunday visitor had the wholenora Keene '42, and Barbara Graham
few days of the war. In order to give, uival, and Easter vacation.
«'t cut short the practical appli- drafted. James McMurray '42 states hearted sympathy of the Bates group. lirst hand, the vivid picture as he
Moore '42.
Eve*h now a summer session is proh*» derived from some courses— "It's not so good for those of us that
v rites it, a direct quotation follows: posed. Both men and women have
as those that entail laboratory have been deferred until the end of
"1 was stationed at Craig Field in registered for civilian defense, a'r
N". Lawrence Stetson '42, another the school year because it means
Selma, Alabama, but happened to be raid wardens have been appointed
Quite a few of the seniors are not
jj*Me major, looks at it with the we're in the army a month sooner".
on a ten-day leave, at the time of the in the dormitories, and some have going practice teaching aa they haa
|*ion of those going to graduate Robert Langerman '42 also says "As
outbreak of the war. I received a tele- been picked for a special First Aid planned, due to the shortening of the
"It's better for me because it far as I'm concerned I would Just as
A social hour, sponsored by the gram that memorable Sunday to reOn Monday, Feb. 9, the first of the
Course to be given soon. All of the semester, but we have several who
regular morning meditations was held
\^ me more time off before medl- poon have the regular term—I'll be Christian Association, took place in port back to the field as soon as posgirls' dorms have defense stamp went last semester, and a few art
starting work one month earlier this Chase Hall on Sunday evening, Feb. sible, and, upon arrival, was greeted
in the Chapel. These meditations,
P school opens".
books; it Is surprising how quickly still planning to go this semester.
way".
S. from 5:30 to 7:30. A light supper by the greatest activity I've ever
which are sponsored by the Christian
P Worker And The
ten cent stamps can mount to make Among those who- nave already gont
Bates Can Take It
was served with Natalie Webber '42 seen. All ships were on the field and
Association, will be held every weekf*t Affected
?18.75. Extensive conservation of are Barbara Barsanteej to Sanford,
in charge. Following this, a discus- equipped with machine guns, loaded
day morning from 7:30 to 7:40. These
°1 course freshmen don't know too If Other Colleges Can
waste paper in the form of all old Charlotte Crane to Sabattus, Elaine
Dorothy Maulsby '43 shows what sion was led by Mrs. Mary Mullins and ready for Instant use. The highservices, which have no leader, are
P* about this long or shortened
newspapers and magazines is already Hardie to Livermore Falls, Richaiu
similar to those given during midF* but one freshman looks at it rugged Individuals we are and our of the American Friends Service er ranking officers at Southwest being carried on and some of the girls
Hitchcock to MCI at Pittsfield, Lysan- years. The Chapel is open to everyability
to
keep
up
with
the
programs
Committee
on
the
constructive
work
*• an altruistic standpoint EmanTraining Center headquarters issued are even saving string. Mrs. Folsom
der Kemp to Old Orchard, Barbara
el
Goldman 45 says: "I think it's a of other colleges. She says "When which is being done by this commit- orders placing all flying officers on has asked us all to Help'by not wast- Moore and Alice Turner to Rumford, one.
d id(
,
* because It gives students it's all over, we'll be saying, 'How tee during the war. Mrs. Mullins is 24 hour call, and had worked out ing food — particularly butter and Claire Wilson to Bath, and Barbara
I*1* chance" to work and enables nice, it's only the middle of May'. probably better known to the mem- rlans for abandoning the field in case sugar. Have you noticed how many Stanhope to MCI.
I 5e °°ys to finish a year before be- But oh, the wear and tear! We can bers of the campus as Miss Mary of attack"
of the fellows have enlisted or have
Several of ' the senior girls leave
tnke it though just as other colleges Morissette.
| drafted".
He then explains that each of the been drafted?
this week. Theresa Begin and Doris
■We are many who prefer the reg- are".
flying officers was given Instructions
A year ago at this time only Na- Borgerson to Rumford, Althea Comlns
The last interview was" with Norto take his "assigned plane to a cer- tional Guardsmen were affected. We to Mexico, Dorothy Frost and Marion
"•'terrn but realize the necessity of
man Temple '44. He believes, "The
tain open field and land. "At night air now realize that Bates ia doing Its Ludwick to Bath, and Irene Patten
s "ge. Valerie Salving '43: "I prethis is no joke with no lights to guide part in wartime' activities.
*»* it wouldn't be shortened, but supposed sugar shortage, the supposed
to Gardiner.
see that it is a necessity be- gasoline shortage, and the disrupSix students who are preparing to you in, strange field, radio silent, and
Remember
^^ they are doing it In other col- tions caused by the Selective Service compete in the National Extempore- all towns blacked out!" Needless to
Uncle Sam, tool
lij68" Freeman Rawson "43 also program have certainly caused the Discussion Contest of Inter-American say, this was a difficult assignment,
Round Table
Delta Phi Alpha Adds Members
It S: "i think it's a good idea if there average college student to get pretty Affairs, presented a panel discussion and shows just how during the alert
The next scheduled meeting of the
Tuesday night Delta Phi Alpha held
[111° ** a 8ummer school because it excited and stirred up. The recent re- of the recent Rio de Janeiro Confer- they did their part. "Bob" wrote that its meeting at the home of Professor Bates Round, Table is Thursday, Feb.
e
hable ua to attend, but if there's marks of the Editor of the STUDENT ence before the Men's Club at the they managea to get through it all
Leonard, where the initiation of new 12, In Chase HalL Chairman Dr. BriAlso Give
^ no summer session, it will be to the contrary, notwithstanding. The Calvary Methodist Church Thursdav right, but "sleeping on a canvas cot
members took place. The new mem- tain will preside, and Professor Fred
in
the
squadron
room
with
student
^o'e only for those who are being speeded up college program with the
.
S. DEFENSE
bers are: Claire Wilson '42, Robert A. Knapp will speak on "Cicero". The
..
night flying going on is one thing I
ptrain it adds to the ordinarily stren- evening
and
not
so
valuable
to
the
rest
hosts
include
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Moore.
m !„„
David Nichols '42 presided over OwBrendze '43, Edith Dahlgren '43, Hardon't relish going through again.
uous college program is Just another
panel Which included Arthur-Cote 42
riet Gray '43, Ruth Jache '43, Beatrice Miss Parrott, Mr. and Mrs. Ross, Mis«
6 WouW
It
is
interesting
to
learn
through
ts,"!
hardly think that next straw on the college student's back. Edward Dunn '44, Robert McRtan~
Packard "43, Esther Under '44, and Schaeffer, and Dr. and Mrs. Woodthis letter that there are a number
J 8 lob seekers 'would be concern- It's saving feature Is that it allows us
cock.
Marie Radcliffe '44.
•42. John Lloyd '42, and Thomas Hou
(Continued on page four
' t they are aa is ahown by two to earn a bit more money by going
arth '42.
Jean
°rs. Jo
«" Keneston and E1188 home a month sooner".

CAA Issues Final
Call For Air Recruits
Quota Must Be
Filled If Course
Is To Be Given

CA Announces
Faculty Considers
New Banquet Date Summer Session Plans

Committee Hopes
To Secure Miss
Eligible Draftees
Register Monday Lerrigo As Speaker

Deputation Groups
Anticipate Busy Month

Committee Expects
Formal Action At
Thurs. Meeting

CA Sponsors Vespers
On World Prayer Day

Debaters Compete For
Varsity Forensic Squad

Former Student Relates
Heavy Snow At Bridgton Air Corps Experiences
Greets OC Ski Group

War Brings Increase In
Campus Defense Effort

Opinion On Shortened Session
Imphasizes Chance To Work

Schneehasen Plans
Over Night Ski Trip

CA Sponsors Discussion
At Informal Snpper Group

Students Present Rio de
Janeiro Panel Discussion

New Calendar Curtails
Practice Teaching Plans

CA Sponsors Regular
Morning Vesper Services

•

ON VALENTINE'S
DAY...

<£>

BONDS
STAMPS

I■ 1

ty
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Dual Responsibility

FROM THE NEWS
&y Helen Martin '42

There is one character in college
life who is perenially interesting.
Plays have been written about bun,
song-writers sing about him, he is the
professors' headache, the coeds' heartthrob, and his parents' pride and joy.
He may not have "turned-up pantaloons", but sooner or later, he will acquire a crew hat, dirty white flannels
and a butch haircut. Even if he seems
these outward signs, we believe that
deep in the heart of every college boy,
there is a little bit of—Joe College.
We humbly submit some of the highlights of his college career:
MATRICULATION: That elaborate
ceremony of applllation or, according to Webster, "enrolling at a college or university by placing one's
name on the register".

ORIENTATION: If Joe goes to
Bates, this means Freshman Week,
speakers and more speakers, a letter
home for more money, Stanton Ride,
News Commentary: Dorothy Foster '42, Gladys Bickmore '42, Harriet
who's that cute coed and cheese it,
Gray '43, Elia Santilll '43.
the
Unholy 13!
Then Joe has two
WAA News: Martha Littlefleld '43.
courses open to him:
BUSINESS MANAGER
„ (Tel. 84398) _*. CHANDLER BALDWIN '42
CONCENTRATION or DISSIPATION:
Joe has to make the greatest
ADVERTISING MANAGER
(Tel. &3398) _. GEORGE CHALETZKY '42
choice of his life, shall it be Kant's
CIRCULATION MANAGER
(Tel. 3952-J)
JOSEPH HOWARD '42 philosophy or Esquire? Unless he's
the strong, shy, silent type, he'll truck
Staff: Howard Baker '43, Stephen Bartlett '44, Richard Becker '43, Daniel
over to Chase Hall and engage in a
Boothby '44, Albert Geller '45, Robert Goodspeed "44, Betty Haslam '46,
little SYNCOPATION.
One thing
David Keilsey '44, Bonnie Laird '44, Barbara Littlefleld '45, Anne Locke
leads
to
another
and
it
isn't
long be'44, Richard Love '45, Arnold Leavitt '43, Paul Mulheara '45, Harold
fore COEDUCATION comes into his
Sparks '44, Jerome White '45, Donald Smart '44, E. D. Bullock '42.
life. At stated intervals throughout his
career, Joe will encounter the EXAMINATION, involving both PERSPIRAREPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERT's-HO »T
TION and INSPIRATION. After midPublished weekly during the college
National Advertising Service, Inc. years may come either EMANCIPACollege Publishers Reprtsentatitt
year by the Students of Bates College
420 MADISON AVE.
New YORK. N. Y. TION
or CONTINUATION. Then
CHICAGO • BOITO" • LOS ANSCLES • SAM FRANCISCO
comes the day when Joe gets a terrible pain in his right side. Joe: Oh
dear, oh dear, what can the matter
Entered as second-cists matter at
be? Dr.: You've got appendicitis,
Member
the Poet Office, Lewleton, Maine
we're off to the CMG! You've guessed
P>s50c idled Golle&Kile Press
it—OPERATION. After four years of
Distributor of
struggle, Joe used to look forward to
Subscription
GRADUATION;
now
(not
that
$2.50 per year In advance
we consider it to be any laughing
matter), he may have to undertake
another OCCUPATION—for the DURATION.

Collegiate Di6est

Campus Camera

IMPrints

THE WAR

gic centers. From neutral Ankar,
and Berne came person, ™
Ports of Nazi occupation iormoving from the Balkans, ,t0?
Central Europe, from Prance 2
the Low Countries - all a
to the Russian front. Hungar^f
Bulgarians, and Rumanians «>?'
said to be taking over the job '
policing
conquered
territo,!
There were stories of new tank
and planes — produced ln lh
Winter months by the Be**
straining factories - massing.
a future terrible blow. The cr*
ter-strategy for the Russians h!
clear last week. On all sector3
the 1,700-mile battleground, when,
perhaps t*o million !r.en u
perished in eight months of incessant struggle, the Red Ar "
pressed the initiative. It sough( to
take full advantage of the wehr."
macht's continued inability u> ^
tanks and planes on snowdritted
terrain with temperatures at JJ
below. It exploited its own super,.
orlty in manpower and artillery
and Winter weapons. It hammer.
ed at the flanks of German held
communication centers, striving
to break up preparations for the
offensive pledged by Hitler. It appeared certain that with the passing of the season of snow and
mud an unprecedented battle of
machines would ensue on the
plains and steppes of the CSSR.

IN "THE EAST

In the Far East, the United
Nations last week stood at bay
in the key bastions of their defense. In two months of war
against the Japanese, their lot
had been retreat. The enemy,
striking swiftly and forcefully
with a far-flung deployment of
ships and manpower, had developed his initial advantage of
surprise into far-reaching gains
across the island-studded sea and
on the mainland. The Japanese
in their great bid for conquest,
had launched a many-pronged
offensive across the Southwestern Pacific designed to cut the
lifelines linking the Allies in the
Far East with their home bases
of supply, to cripple Allied naval
forces at the outset. Amercian
warships struck last week at the
mandated islands, where the Japanese had established plane and
ship stations. United Nations submarines and bombers ranged the
waterways between the South
Pacific islands, attacked long convoys of .supply and transport
vessels.
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YEAR? fOR ONE PERSON
TO COMPLETE ALL OF "THE
COURSES NOW BEING OFFERED
BY YALE UNIVERSITY/

Eleven States Contribute To
College's Coed Population
By Virginia Simons '44

Where do you come from, my pretty coed? To answer this we would
have to travel all over the Eastern
United States, for Bates coeds hail
from eleven states and the District of
Columbia. Looking at the records we
find that Massachusetts heads the list
with 102 residents here at college or
35.6% of registered girls. Maine is a
close second with 32.2% or 92 girls.
Following these two states comes
Connecticut with 27 coeds at school.
Alter this there lollow in this order:
New Hampshire, 21; New Jersey, 14;
Rhode Island, 12; New York, 9; Pennsylvania. 4; and Ohio, Virginia, Iowa,
Vermont, and Washington, D. C, have
one each.
Class Percentage
A Different Story
By classes we find a somewhat different story. There are more girls
from Massachusetts in every class but
the sophomore class which claims
more coeds from Maine. The freshman class has members from the farthest points represented among the
pirls. Winifred Clarke '45 hails clear
from Clinton, Iowa, while her roommate, Alice Gates '45, lives in Ohio.
Going south we find '45 represented
at the nation's capital by Ruth How-

ard '45. All together there are 13 girls
from outside New England in the
freshman class. This seems to verify
the opinion that Bates College is attracting more and more students outside its original area. Last year Mr.
Curtis visited schools in New York
and New Jersey for the first time.
This year he expects to advertise our
college to prospective students from
li'.e Canadian border to perhaps as
taf South as Trenton. Elizabeth, New
Jersey, was the most distant city visited last year.

Java last week was making
preparations for invasion. This
long and narrow island, where
live volcanos rumble above smiling, park-like fielus, la the Indies'
richest prize, the center of the
Netherlands administration. The
Japanese struck suddenly last
week at Surabaya with a great
force of bombing planes. American pursuit planes joined in actions to repel the aerial invaders,
participating for .the first time
directly in the defense of the
Netherlands strategic islands.
Singapore, four hours flight by
bomber plane from Java, lived
through its first week of siege.
Across the narrow Johore Strait,
the Japanese who fought the British down the jungle-cove/ed Malay Peninsula were gathering
their forces for attack.

ENEMY
ALIENS
Up and down the Pacific Coa»t
last week, from San Pedro to
Puget Sound. Federal agents and
local police were on the trail 0f
"dangerous" enemy aliens. The
homes of Japanese fishermen
clustered in island colonies off the
California shore, were searched
in sudden "raids". Foreign-owned
fruit and vegetable farms inland
were also visited by the government men. who confiscated forbidden cameras and radios. A
sharp lookout was kept for autos
and motorboats equipped with
short-wave
transmitters.
The
area has vital naval stations, aircraft plants, mining and timber
preserves. There has been popular clamor for mass removal of
an
estimated 200.000 enemy
aliens. For the protection of the
large majority of enemy aliens
who are regarded as friendly to
the United States,'as well as to
expedite the hunt for spies and
saboteurs, the government has ordered all Japanese, Germans, and
Italians to register al post offices
this month. Eventually they will
receive "certificates of Identification".

"For the present our job as students, faculty, and administration is on the campus." These words, spoken in
Glancing at. the other classes, we
Burma, the vitai life-line of
Chapel some time ago are significant. They mean essenBATES ON THE AIR
see the sophomores are more strictly
supplies
from the United Nations'
The scheduled interview beNew England, having only two from
tially that we should complete our education so far as pos- tween
arsenal
to fighting China, last
Charles Buck and Professor
New York and Pennsylvania and four
week was menaced by another
sible, in order to help provide the country with a genera- Leonard and Professor Robinspn
out of New Jersey. Jane Styer '44 and
prong of the far-flung offensive of
the professors' experiences
Alice Spooner '44 are the Pennsyltion capable of shouldering responsibility in the peace about
the Nipponese. The immediate
in teaching here at Bates was not
vanians and Marie Radcliffe '44 now
issue for the defending forces in
lives in Oak Park, Illinois. Claimants
that follows the war. There is a danger, however, that this put on last week, due to the fai.Burma was the protection of the
ure of the new redio technician to
for distant honors in the junior class
statement above be taken too literally — that we confine hook up the station at the right
supply route into China. In Rango to June Atkins '43 of New Jersey
goon, it was said that the railand Berty Halberstadt '43 of New
ourselves too much to campus, and that in so doing, we time, and will be put on next Wednesday night.
highway artery to the interior of
York. Ann Parsons '43 has the dislose our perspective.
China — the only one by which
Following radio programs intinction of being the only feminine
clude a play, directed by John
the Chinese armies can be supstudent from Vermont
To the present Seniors the role we are destined to Marsh, and a round table discusplied — would be defended at all
Seniors Hail From
costs.
play as the first graduating class to take its place in the sion by the Politics Club, with
But Eight States
George Antunes in charge.
In the Philippines and on the
Now we come to those high and
United States since the country has become an active paroutpost islands of Australia, Almighty seniors. Tney only live in
lied forces were harrying the
ticipant in this war, is still rather incomprehensible. It is
different states. Dorothy MaOFFICE OF
yet difficult to realize student attitudes during the next eight
flanks of the advancing legions
thews
'42
comes
from
the
Penn
state
CIVILIAN DEFENSE
an unreal situation, and one in which it is difficult to picof the Rising Sun. In the dense
which really isn't so far. In fact, all
three or four months will be important.
Some 5,400.000 Americans have
woods and rugged hills of the
ture ourselves.
but nine of the seniors are staunch
volunteered to serve the Office of
Granted, our immediate job is on campus, but there Yankees. But we will have to give Bataan Peninsula the AmericanCivilian defense.
Last week a
During our last visit home many of us were greatly is a bigger one outside for which we are preparing. To be them
Filipino army of General Maccredit for hanging on to their
shake-up was in progress In
enlightened as to what is actually going on on the outside. ready we must start now to think in a constructive way class members. There are still 79 sen- Arthur was still binding heavy
OCD administration. There were
forces of the Japanese in a stragiors as against 55 juniors and 68
strong indications that the organNe had not before realized how much more war-conscioua about things other than those which limit our thoughts sophomores. Of course, tile freshmen gle far behind the foremost front.
ization's titular head,. Mayor LaAustralian bombing planes struck
lead with 83 green coeds.
Guardia of New York, who has
our communities are than has been the campus. We found to campus.
at the Japanese-held points In the
been under fire for holding more
I Nor can we forget the Lewiston and
Bismarck Archipelago, while on
members of our families and our friends enrolled in
than one job. would rnsign. His
Auburn girls of which there are 36
the continent "down under" prepprobable successor, OCD Execucourses in First Aid, Home Nursing, Nurses Aid, and othplus Barbara Cox '45, Louise '44, and
arations were being pushed to
Student Co-operation Needed
tive Director Landls, outlined a
Marion Otis '45, "who commute from
meet the growing threat of a diers. We had been so completely out of reach of this activnew set-up of six divisions outside
the
twin
cities.
In
Miss
HarAn example of the impossibility of isolating ourselves
rect invasion.
civil air patrol, civilian protecvey's office there is a very interestity that until we could see it for ourselves, we could not
Signs were multiplying last
from world activities has been evident during the last two ing map of New England with a pin
tion, administrative service, comactually feel that it was taking place. It was as if we had
week on the gigantic battlefront of
munity, and volunteer participaplaced
in
every
point
on
the
map
weeks. The need of defense saving, the fact that food
Russia that the Fr"uehrer -was
tion, information division, and
where a coed lives. In looking at this
read about it, and heard about it, but felt that it was someprices are rising, and talk of a probable shortage as a re- we notice that the two points of con- preparing for the "day" he regeneral Interdepartmental councently promised to the German
thing that would not affect us.
cil. II was disclosed that Mrs.
centration are Boston and Springsult of sugar hoarding, all mean that campus is directly field, besides, of course. Lewiston and people. The Russians spoke of
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who has
We were wrong. As college students we have been so affected. Like everyone else we too must cooperate along Auburn. It is also rather unique to stiffening resistance to their twobeen one of Mayor LaGuardla's
and-a-half-month-old
counterchief aides, would head the combusy learning how to become good citizens, that we have these lines with the national program.
note that there are more girls from
offensive,
of
fresh
German
remunity and volunteer participaMassachusetts than there used to be,
become detached, in a sense, from the outside world. It is
serves thrown in to hold stratetion.
and
that
considering
Bates
is
a
Maine
Several of the dormitories have started to save paper
true that we listen more conscientiously than we used to and string, with a special place set aside for the "common college the Maine registration Is
steadily decreasing while that of the
to the news broadcasts, we do read more than just the store". True patriotic spirit has been shown in buying de- r.iddle Atlantic states is on the upCHAPEL SPEAKERS
swing.
daily head-lines, and we manage to have bull sessions on fense stamps for the Student Government Scholarship.
Thursday. Feb. 5 — Dr. Wright
i -gladly. He expressed belief in «*^
after
Now you can see why it would take
Using as examples the current J munication between one In the
the war situation. But these are not enough. We are not
And now we are asked for further cooperation. There some traveling to cover the home- movie, "How Green Was My Valley" life and this. If he should not a*^to
he
cultivating constructive, objective attitudes toward a vital is an unnecessary amount of needless waste in Fiske and towns of Bates College coeds.
and the play, "The Watch on the sacrifice his life, he believes *•*
betRhine",, ar,
Dr. Wright
explained that
IT will
come back
stronger "—
and a
""■■
vviifeuL tiijiaiutu
mm u^j
•■ •■• wuio
uacK a stronger
matter. We continue too much to harbor our narrow view- in Commons by students who take foqd that they do not
you have a sermon to preach, the best f
Christian, for the war makes
points ... to be critical of those who are taking an active eat. If students will get into the habit of using all that they
way to do iT Is to put it in the form 'think and strive harder He la
''
CLUB NOTES
part. The "our troubles will come soon enough, so let's put on their plates, and of taking no more than they know Orphic met in Chase Hall, last of a poem, a story, or a play. We are ing to bring honor to those he lovesdoing our duty as patriots by teaching Saturday, Feb. 7 — Prof. Berketa&
Thursday night, to practice new muenjoy ourselves while we can" attitude has some virtue, they will want, the food situation will be greatly eased.
and studying through literature and
God has been defined as "a sa ^
sic and make a record of the Alma
other subjects the ideas and ideals of vertebrate", as "the something °
but should not mean complete indifference.
Mater. The regular meeting of the
The idea is not to deprive anyone of whatever they I'oetry Clinic was held, as usual, at mankind, for as Bob Burns said, "Man ourselves that works for ri^' ^
to man, the world over shall brothers ness", and as "the Invisible spi
It is our task to reach a happy medium — to make our
want, but rather they are asked to become more conscious Professor Glazier's home. Two plays, be".
present when just men gather'' B "
sections of Ibsen's "Ghosts", directed
campus life pleasant, and at the same time be aware of
also been written, "the just *?"*
of the fact that there is a great deal of food needlessly by Jack Senior, and "Smoke Screen", Friday, Feb. 6 — President Gray
the heathen shall have eternal li« '
some of the bigger things. The campus is small, and our
thrown away, and that with a little effort this waste can directed by Mary Bartlett,. were put President Gray read a letter writ- but one's actions and way °' livin?
°n at the Robinson and Heelers ten by an American aviator the day
lives tend to be limited by its bounds. We become isolated
be avoided. This request is something to be taken serious- meeting, Monday night, in the Little before he went over the front This *how his conception of God bett*
than any definition he could gi from the community, and from the world. It is to guard
Theatre. Camera Club met in Carne- American said that war gives one the
ly by all stulents, and applies to all foods — butter, sugar, feie;
Rusk brothers' and John Stuart Mil ■
and Yvonne Chase spoke on the opportunity to change a life of failure
against this danger of being hemmed in by narrow opin- milk, meat, potatoes, and vegetables.
lived showed a true and fine conceP"
position of women in ancient Rome at to one of glory and honor In the las*
tton. "They gave something bet<*
ions, that is our responsibility. In many ways that are as
the meeting of the Latin Club in few minutes. He would make the suthan a definition of God. They U
R. J. S.
-ibby Forum,
preme sacrifice honorably and bravely
er
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garnet Skimen Take Close Meet From Maine Snowbirds
[arine Corps Offers
SPORT
faried Athletic Program

SHOTS

By Dorothy Foster '42

■*^

nek a son of Bowdoin was on

If Jack Stahlberger can play hockey, this week's commentator can surely describe an equally, strenuous
sport, smelt fishing, although experts
,oaed officers in the United
may up and differ as to the strenuous
.Marines. The representative
qualities of this piscatorial pastime.
I p-erett Pope, who received his
Brushing aside all protests to the
Paced by "Frank MerriweU" Jack
f eUtenantshlp with Joe Miller- Joyce, the "Bates (frosh dropped a contrary, the best place to catch
; '40, at the Quantico Marine heartbreaker to the Hebron club smelts in Maine is at Dresden, on the
Monday night on tfle Big Green court tide-river. Of course one couldn't get
when they lost 65-51 in a five minute anywhere _ near the place without
„enant Pope said that men who overtime period. It was balm to the crossing the toll-bridge at Richmond,
,ted for officers' training in once-defeated Hebron boys and the that is, not unless some devious
first defeat of the season for the Bel- means of backwoods approach were
jjjncb of service are often athliveau men, who entered the game known, or you were capable of pulling
^ecau3e such men have had
with a sturdy record of six wins, one an Eliza-across-the-Dresden.
in give-and-take in the of which had been Hebron, to give
So you get there. The next point is
i ^ world. »nd have the back- them a total of 348 points up to Mon- to find out if you have caught the
tide just right, or if, instead, you must
. to become capable leaders. day night
wait six or so hours for the next one.
Until Anderson and Beilitz hit
Lbatt n»» are very much in evlPerhaps you needn't worry about
te, Mr- p°Pe stated, mentioning their stride after the first period's •vhere the tide happens to be at the
Pnmfc Reagan, Penn All-Amerl- tally in Bates' favor, Joyce had moment, because they say if you miss
things pFetty much his on way as a
and Glan
t Pro last year, ehootlng demon with the ball. This it on one side of the bridge, you can
(b W>
catch it no the other.
jcadfing at Quantico and that Andy with an injured foot carried over
But don't waste time chasing the
,e, Bowdoin football captain in from the previous week, made the
tide. Take your chances it is just
score
13-10.
a now a 2nd" Lieutenant there.
right and buy yourself a little house
After the first period, however, the on the river-ice, yours at a nominal
Ije Bates quota for commissioned
Anderson-Beilita combination began fee for six hours. With the shanty
\r. training is in the ratio of
to click to the tune of a Hebron comes a stove (which can get very
[,-. seniors, five juniors, and three lead of "20-18. The lead was held hot), some clam-worms (all cut) and
uores. It works with underThroughout the third period, despite chairs on which you perch for your
nen tbat the men enlist, are
grim contesting of It "By the dead- allotted period of outwitting the speedy
I -: in reserve and allowed to com- gafhe Bobkittens. This period closed smelts. A sort of trench dug from one
i their college work, from where 38-36.
side of the domicile to the other is
j enter training at Quantico.
vour first line of attack, and into this
Regulation playTng time was ended are dropped the eighteen or so lines
bring the intensive period, sports and the points stood 51 all because
which are supposed to "catqh >ou
kolered in much the same degree of a last-second shot by Jack Joyce.
some Friday-nourishment.
|jef are at Bates, with the excep- In the overtime struggle it took ihe
'1 he custodian of the bait comes
c that competition is intramural Hebron boys four minutes to break aiouud about every hour with fresa
| Group sports of volleyball, the tie. Beilitz was the man for the
bait or suckers, and the more gory
football * ^Lnd baseball are job and Anderson made the margin
you make each hook, ihe more the
bed, and individual sports of ten- sure immediately after to win the fish go for it. All you have to do to
ljOi.'.ing, swimming and golf. Golf game.
catch your mess, is to haul on the
pt receive much emphasis until
Tuesday Jack Joyce was in the In- line that sways away from the center
p=an. commissioned.
firmary being doctored for his foot, of the trench. When the line reaches
the top, maybe you have something
il!9 three fcours of sports are about condition of which was prophesied to
there, maybe you haven't. But often,
be
in
a
steadily
improving
condition
fat can 'ue worked into the schedthere it is.
o! training men to be leaders of If he would stay off it for awhile. DisSo why is smelt-fishing strenuous?
"striking army of the navy", but abled or not. the freshman ace cerAll kidding aside, sometimes they bite
tainly
did
a
sporting
job
of
basketthree hours are enough when
so fast you are actually unable to
considers that the men have been ball in Monday niglrt's tussle at Hehaul in as fast as they hook on. It
bron.
•ted because of a well-rounded
can also get hot in the confines of the
fEround in leadership, both intelThe summary:"
fishing house, what with the stove
and physical. Mr. Pope ex BATES FROSH
G FG Pts going full blast at your back and the
f~i :hat the liberal arts college is Drago. f
8
0
4
smelts keeping you tangled in the
24
2
isf the best sources of men -Buch Joyce, f
11
lines before you. Only relief is to
8
0
M to Become leaders, and that Whitney, c
4
kick open the door and let the wild
sthe man fias %ad an outstand- Barry, g
3
1
2
river-wind rush In. You can't handle
4
thletic career, he is" an especial- Mendall, g
0
3
the lines if your fingers get numb,
0
*irable candidate.
0
Corish, g
0
so the door won't stay open long.
51
5
Totals
23
Count on it that for the next fewHEBRON
G FG Pts days all you will see before you will
4
20 be waving lines, but don't start
Anderson, f
8
0 clutching, there are no fish on the
0
Ferguson, f
0
•
2 ends. A month later, go again. You'll
0
Collins, f
1
18
0
Beilitz. c
9
probably have as much fun the second
3 lime as the first.
1
Butts, g
— 1
12
0
30 Bates St. Lewiston
• • •
G. Clark, g
6
55
5
Totals 26
2.594 was the magic number Saturday to sladden Win Durgin in his
tki meet calculations, for It was just
this difference that won Bates the
lo interview Bates men conapplications for becoming

Frosh Lose 55-51
To Hebron Hoopmen

*L. Prince tf Son
Shoes at the price
you can pay

TUFTS
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We Always Have

The Best

WAA Announces Highest
Scores For Trainers
Nancy Gould '43, vice-president of
WAA, in charge of training, reports
that five seniors, thirteen juniors,
thirteen sophomores, and thirty-eight
freshmen have followed the voluntary
training schedule for the past semester.
Judy Hardy has received the high-

Norris-Hayden

For The Best In

SKI BOOTS

LAUNDRY
TEL, mo

AUBURN, ME.

SEE OUR STOCK

Bass Boots - - - $6.50

RICHARD HORTON '42

Protect Your Eyes
Central Optical Co.
E. L. VININQ

P Court Street

Auburn Maine

Revamped Lineup
Faces Bowdoin
Five In Portland

meet. Win says that during the nip
end-tuck returns of Friday and Saturday he often thought Bates was losing, but men and the marvel of mah
ematics obligingly added up to a win.
Tonight the old Bobcat unsheatha
•
•
•
his claws at the Portland Exposition
Building under order of Coach Jimmy
Sommernitz showed all-star
DeAngelis to teach the young Polar
form that may be counted on to
Bear proper conduct on the basketball
continue to give credit to the team
court. The Bowdoin team, it will be
that was hard hit by the loss of
lemembered, received their Initial inJ. Thompson, Flint and Bartlett.
struction from the Bates hoopmen
• • •
last semester, and the charity game
Winter took all kinds of toll last tonight will see what profit the new
week. Carried over from carnival Fri- Maine competitors derived from that
day, Norman Tufts sported a dislo- game.
cated shoulder sustained in a fall
Norm Boyan, who clicked so well in
skating, and circumstances slappe'l his last game, is expected to continue
him down again when he repeated the In good form, although the loss of
in.'ury a week later taking a hurdle. Doug Stantial, who was developing in• • •
to a fine fellow-forward with Boyan,
will be keenly felt.
Early in the week at Pole Hill
Coach DeAngelis probable starting
was played the amazing melolineup will have Josselyn and Card In
drama of "Toboggan in the Night"
the guard positions, Wight at center,
or "Who Put That Jump There?"
and Boyan and Larochelle in as for
Not believing everything you hear
wards. Sunday all were in top form,
will still allow plenty of room for
and Coach DeAngelis admitted that
believing rumor when you notice
though "we may not win, we'll try
the adhesive decoration on Joe
hard".
McCullough or remember the
brief sojourn of Jim Scharfenberg in the Infirmary. These two
were the unlucky half of a elide
down Pole Hill. The "charmed
lives" of the other half of the
team. Red Francis and Dave
TRACK - introducing the Bates
Shiff, are all set to try the run
Ski Club, past and present Back in
again.
1939, a group of coed ski enthusiasts

•

•

-

The sudden popularity of bowling
in sporting circles has caught on as
an extra-curricular activity, with the
three alleys in Lewiston and the one
across the river absorbing the overflow of Bates bowlers from the Chase
Hali alleys.

•

»

•

Jim Scott, Joe Howard and
Harry Robinson trekked to Boston over the week end to have
themselves a look at the U. S.
Naval Reserves, with friends on
campus trying to buck censorship
restrictions to find out when the
weather would let up to clear the
way for the return trip.

•

•

•

Carolyn Dodge and Eleanor Darling
were on the injured list Sunday, the
first disabled at Pole Hill skiing Saturday and the latter suffering a broken ankle when she fell down on Frye
s-treet. Near-casualties were also observed and reported Saturday as
trusting people slipped up and down
steps, walks and streets covered with
ice.

• • •

Those interested in the outcome
of the Bates relay teams in the
BAA relay Saturday might listen
to the radio account In hopes that
the events will be described at
the time when the Bates boys run.
In a past year it so happened that
this was the case.

est number of points among the senior girls, and Lucille Leonard comes
second; of the juniors, Dorothy Winslow Is highest, anu Martha Littlefield
is second highest: of the sophomores,
Betty Lever is highest rater, with
Athanasla Rizoulis second highest; of
the thirty-eight freshmen taking
training, Beatrice Woodworth stands
highest, and Ruth Ann Stone, second
highest.
Betty Lever '44 has the highest
number of points among all those taking training, and Beatrice Woodworth
'45 has the next highest score.
These totals are kept and added to
the totals for the second semester,
and WAA presents awards at the annual banquet to those girls who have
achieved the highest scores. The
Board feels, however, that the establishing of regularity in worthwhile
health habits is the most important
factor of the training rules. For this
reason there is a requirement of one
year of training for any of the athletic awards.

DINE and DANCE

JOY INN
American-CHI nee. Re-**™*
Special Dally Dinner • •*•

TeL 9»

All kinds of Che» •*•* *» **» •*•
LEWISTON

Varsity, Freshmen
Run In BAA Relays
The Bates varsity track team ard
the freshman team leave Saturday
morning for the Boston Gardens to
enter the BAA Annual Relay to be
held there that night.

9)U*oeli-Til..|m-U««*

under the direction of Professor
Walmsley organized the first WAA
Ski Club. Of the fifteen charter members, only Claire Greenleaf and Eliie
Keene are active members in the club
now. They are both very good skiers.
Drawing up a club constitution and
planning for other years was all part
of the program for those first members. Such club policies as open trips
for all the girls of the college, ski lessons, and an annual mountain trip
have come down from that first club.
The next year, 1939-40, the idea of
lessons for club members Was carried
out. Then, as now, the club had the
same coach as the boys' ski team—
Coach Winslow Durgin. Christies, Telmarks, and Sltzmarks became something more than words read in the
newspapers or in ski magazines. One
oi the main features of that year's
program was an overnight trip to
Canon Mountain. Snow conditions
were wonderful; the thrill of rides to
the top of the mountain in the tram
cars, and sailing down the mounlaiu
with "the wind and the snow in your
hair", all added up to make a week
end thoroughly enjoyed by every one
there.
Last year's Club added something
of distinction in th form of a name
and a club insigHia. The WAA Ski
Club became the Bates Schneehasen.
What's in a name? Well, snow bunnies is in that one, because that is
what Schneehasen means. The club
insignia is a design in garnet and
white with Bates Schneehasen around
it. Lessons by Coach Durgin and another mountain trip to Cannon were
the highlights of the season.
The Schneehasen, 1941-42, introduced the idea of an apprentice group
coached by club members. At present
there are twenty-three members in
this group. Enthusiasm for skiing is
on high with both Schneehaseaers
end those in the new apprentice
group. Right now every member of
Schneehasen is waiting for the mountain trip to Belknap this week end.

Maine Colleges Confer
On Schedule Revisions
Athletic Director Monte Moore conferred Sunday at Bowdoin with representatives of the other three Maine
colleges on the revision of athletic
schedules made necessary by the curtailed academic year. It is expected
that the revisions will be made public within a few weeks.
Certain outcome is that competitive
athletics as a whole will terminate
not later than May 11. As for the possibility of a summer athletic program,
nothing could be conjectured until
plans for such a session had been decided upon.

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street*
Pastry Of All Kinds
Opp. Post Office TeL 1115-M

Soph Star Finishes
First In Jumping,
Downhill And Slalom
Win Durgln's skimen margined
their way to victory over an unlucky
Maine roster of competitors last
week end when they garnered 540.124
points to euse past the 537.530 total
of the Pale Blue. Snow fell during the
two days of events to make participation difficult for those wearing glasses; two Maine men, Cowan and Hill.
were hurt; and both teams kept at
high tension throughout because of
the close score. In all the opinion was
that the meet was typical of the fine
spirit of rivalry which the to colleges
manifest in the winter sports field.
In the cross-country Friday afteinoon. Bower completde the 5% mil*
couse in 29.15:4, followed by classmate Atwood with 33.18:0. After them
in order came Webber of Maine,
Quimby and Kolstad of Bates. Gilman
of Maine and Grimes and Jones of
Bates. With first and second in this,
Maine points stood 99.34 to the Bates
S7:54.
Bad breaks came to Maine Saturday morning in the slalom and downhill, with Hill hurting his hip in the
slalom; Cowan hitting a tree in the
downhill, which necessitated stitches
being taken; and Bower, big hope of
the Maine team, going off the trail
in the slalom. The men reported conditions as treacherpus, Ihe trail hard
to handle, bare in some spots, ana
humpy.

Skiing Opportunities
Enthuse Snow Bunnies

Registered Optometrl*

199 MAIN 8T.

Bobcats Battle
Sommernitz Leads
Polar Bears Tonight Mates To Victory

DAVE NICKERSON '42

It was Sommernitz day Saturday
beginning with his winning the slalom, and continuing to a first In the
downhill and in the jumping. Unofficially he broke the jump record after
events were over when he jumped 63
feet.
The slalom record stands: Sommernitz of Bates, 37 seconds; Bower of
Maine, 39 2-5 seconds; and Frost of
Maine, 412-5 seconds; with Jones and
Quiinby of Bates, Ehrenfried of Maine
end Sawyer of Bates returning in order.
Sommernitz nosed out Frost by a
4-5 tally in the downhill, when he
made it In 351-5 seconds as against
Frost's 36. Sawyer of Bates was third
with 45. and Quimby of Bates, Hill
and Ehrenfried of Maine and Jones
of Bates followed.
In the combined downhill and slalom the men ended with the following standing:

Sommrnltz, Bates; Frost, Maioe;
Quiniby, Bates; Sawyer, Bates; Jones,
Bates; Ehrenfried, Maine; Bower,
Traveling will be the four varsity Maine.
men, Mabee, NIckerson, Thompson
Jumping competition was the best
and Bert Smith; and from the freshmen, four of the following six will the teams have had in years, with the
make
the trip:
Spence, Keltle, take-off fast and the landing good. OfThomas,
Baker,
Holterbosch,
or ficials secured Lewis W. Haskell III,
Bentley. Decisions on the freshmen of Auburn, as judge. He measured
were incomplete Sunday, although the Sommernitzi for a first of 65 feet. Attime trials had been run the day be- wood of Maine took second. Sawyer
and Qoiniby of Bates finished third
fore.
Coach Thompson explains that the and fourth in that order. Frost and
freshman team is slightly weak, since Webber of Maine tied for fifth, and
at least two are weight men. The var- Baker of Bates finished in sixth posisity is strong, although the absence of tion. Johnny Bower of Maine was out
Ken Lyford and Bob McLauthlin will of the running in this event when he
took a bad tumble.
be felL
HOWARD SPENCE '45

As in the past, the college against
whom the teams compete Is not known
until near the actual running, but
there are hopes that whatever the rival team. Bates will come out as well,
at least, as last year, when they won
over sixteen other colleges out of
twenty-five, and broke one of the
Bates records.
Athletic Director Monte Moore and
Coach Thompson will be with the
eight men for the program which will
start at 7:30. After that hour the two
teams will be on hand, each of the
eight men ready to accomplish their
quarter-mile assignment.
Tuesday Coach Thompson stated
that unless something unforseen develops, the freshman squad will be
made up of Spence, Keltie, Thomas
and Baker.
Immediate concern of the freshmen
this afternoon is the track meet with
Bridgton Academy. The meet starts
at 3:30 in the Bates cage, with the
whole crew turning out for the competition. The events should prove a
freshener for the four who are to enter at Boston Saturday. Big difference, of course, lies in that today's
meet includes all events and the opponent is known, whereas Saturday
there will be just the mile relay and
the competing team is not known until the last minute.

The combined cross-country and
jumping standing follows: Bower,
Maine;
Atwood, Maine;
Sawyer,
Bates;
Webber,
Maine;
Quimby,
Bates; Gilman, Maine; Grimes, Bates;
Kolstad, Bates.

A Bates Tradition

GEO. A. ROSS
SAY IT WITH ICE CftBAM
ELM STREET
Bate. 1904

STERLING
By Towle, Qorham, Lunt, Wallace,
and Reed-Barton
PRIZE CUP8 - CLOCKS
FOUNTAIN PEN8 • BILLFOLDS
Expert Watch Repairing

Barnstone-Osgood
Jewelers
Lewiston

Maine

11

i
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AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Wed - Thurs ^ Frl - Sat
Feb. 11, 12, 13, 14
"The Man Who Came to Dinner"
with Bette Davis, Monte Woolley,
Ann Sheridan.
Entire Week of Feb. 15
Abbott and Costello in "Ride 'Em
Cowboy*.
AUBURN

"I Wake Up Screaming" with
Victor Mature and Betty Grable.

FABRIC GLOVES
59c pr
Reg. $1
Famous make, some with ciev
leather trims.

NEW NECKWEAR
59c .. . Reg. $1
Organdies, piques, filmy 1,
Included are a few dickies

Christian Association

Taxi Phone 2000
CHECKER CAB CO.

Campus Extends Welcome
To Mme. De Carrier, Critic

(Continued from page one)
on whicn inciude one-act plays and
music, parties at Hallowe'en, Christmas, Easter, are planned. Student
Sunday School teachers and Scout
loaders aie supplied, and at present
much is being done to offer the
nurses training at the CMG an opportunity to get acquainted with the college students.

The Social Action Committee conducts a program of research on difTerent community problems and of
By Dorothy Froat '42
ttudy or civil liberties, cooperatives,
It was with" some misgivings that I the Lewiston Vigilantes on the "Bi- labor problems, industrial relations,
and complete line of
up three flights of stairs to an lingual state of Belgium", comparing ■■nd housing problems.
Bindings & Accessories v.alked
appointment with Madame Laurent it to Canadian and Continental
Campus Service is another phase
at sensational savings
and her guest, Matiame Emilie Car- French. She spoke also to a group of
of the work of the C. A. which touchLewiston
and
Auburn
people.
Sunday
r.er-Noulet. All I knew about the lates each and every member of the
ter was that she can speak no Eng- she will lecture in Brunswick at a
meeting of the Alliance Francaise. campus at one time or another. For
lish—and I was to interview her!
Last Sunday she was guest of honor instance, the second-hand Book Store,
Things were not as bad as might at a tea for French and Spanish stu- Christmas lighting,' radios, magazines
have been expected, however. In fact dents of Bates, in the Women's Union. and newspapers for the two infirit was intensely invigorating to jump
maries, picture lending, curtain lendTonight all Bates Students are infrom a rapid-fire French conversation
ing to the boys' dorms, the supplying
(between the two ladles) to an Eng- vited to attend a lecture on the sub- of ushers for lectures, swimming
lish translation by Madame Laurent. ject of the French language as an cards at the Auburn "Y"—all these
Quietly I refrained from professing ideal medium for poetry. It is likely features are due to the work of this
any knowledge ol French, which was that the students will be interested one committee. It works also for the
fortunate, because, had I been left in her lecture for the speaker's ability bettering of relationships between
to do the interpreting, strange state- 10 put the beauty of French into Faculty and students by sponsoring
ments might have been recorded. The words, even if the words themselves get-togethers,
sending cards
at
only thing that I was able to glean may not be completely comprehended Christmas and birthdays, etc.
trom the French conversation was by her listeners.
All conferences are taken care of
that it is now the dry season In MexBefore her sojourn in Mexico Mme.
ico; therefore the'National University de Carner was a contributor on an by the Conference Committee — that
of Mexico is having its "summer va- anti-Fascist newspaper, "La Combat", is, delegates are chosen to attend concation". Madameh and her husband on which Monsieur Henri Laurent ferences by this committee — conferare instructors at the University.
was extremely influential. On the ences such as the State Conference
of the Student Christian Movement
During her vacation Mm. de Carner Continent, Mme. de Carner is an out- and the New England Student Chrisstanding
French
and
Belgian
critic
making a tour of various American
tian Movement Summer Conference
6-7 ft. Ridgetop Ash $5.50 iscolleges
giving French lectures. Al- and writer. Her most important which is held each year at Camp
ready she has visited Swarthmore, works are about Leon Dieux, Paul O-At-Ka, Sebago Lake, Maine. The
6-7 ft. Ridgetop
Erynmawr, Tufts, Wellesley, Rad- Valery, and Mallarme.
counter in Rand is likewise
Hickory
$7.95 cliffe, and the Salon Francals of Bos- Mme. de Carner has one hobby out candy
a project of this Committee.
ton College. After she leaves Bates, of which she gets a great deal of enFreshman Week, the IMUR Party,
she will tour the Middle West
joyment — she loves to play the guiSPECIAL
Mme. de Carner is slightly preju- tar. And she said that she is fond of Stanton Ride, Freshman-Faculty GetTogethers, the Information Bureau—
diced in favor of Bates over the other our American snow. In fact, she will
A $15.00 Value
in
short—all the Frosh activities, both
never
take
a
bus
downtown
from
the
which she has visited, beRidgetop Hickory Skis schools
cause the first person she met in college, because she prefers to walk during that particular week and afWith Steel Edge at $10.95 town, a taxi-driver, could speak in the snow. Especially she enjoys it ierwards, are taken care of by the
French. Ever since, she has been as compared to Mexico City whicn Freshman Committee. Suh-freshmen
jreatly pleased by the number of peo- would be situated in the tropics with and other guests who visit campus
shown around by members of this
Steel Ski Poles $3.98-$6.95 ple in town with whom she can con- an unendurable climate, were it not are
committee. Summer correspondence
for
its
altitude
of
8000
feet.
verse.
to incoming Freshmen and the superSki Bindings $1.98-$2.98
I went to the interview with Mme. vising of the Freshman Cabinet are
In the Belgian and French nations
Carner with fear and trembling
likewise its responsibilities. It has
Cable Bindings
$3.59 Mme. de Carner is well-known as a de
literary critic. She is now a professor . . .1 left feeling strangely moved, as been a policy, especially this year, to
Kandahar Bindings $4.98 of French Literature at the National though for a time I had touched upon work for better relationships between
University of Mexico. Her husband, someone else's world.
town girls aad dorm girls In an efSki Bindings Mounted
Jose Carner-Poig Oriol, a Catelonian
fort toward breaking down the barpoet and former professor at the UniFree!
rier which seems to exist among
versity of Brussels, Is teaching with
tnem
her in Mexico during the war period.
The Peace Committee, sometimes
His subject, almost Ironical for a
called the War and Peace Committee,
poet. Is International Law.
•12 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON
conducts the many "bull sessions' i n
While at Lewiston Mme. de Carner
the issues of the day which are held
TEL. 6100
has given many lectures. She spoke to
on campus, in the dorms, and often
around the fireplace at Thornc.ag.
Peace Conferences, Peace Day, the
clarifying of war issues, are likewise
a part of its program. This fall, the
Idea of writing to Bates alumni who
are now in the Draft Camps was put
She'll open her heart to you
Into practice, and arrangements for
the sending or campus publications
If you will open Mary's heart for her
THE HOME OF TA8TY PASTRIES have been made.

Fro - Joy

Sears Roebuck & Co.

ICE CREAM

Mary's Candy Shop

Wouldn't you like her, whether she be wife, mother,
or sweetheart, to have the finest of everything, always? When you give candy that ideal is "just
around the corner". Simply give Mary's! Your judgment will flatter her taste. Her taste will confirm
your judgment.
We have a rare assortment of boxes especially packed for the day. Before you settle this serious question, come in and see for yourself.
SEE MARY'S VARIETY and
SEE MARY'S QUALITY
You'll always be right if you always buy Mary's!

Mary's Candy Shop
235 MAIN STREET

helps celebrate
LEWISTON WINTER
DOLLAR DAYS
Friday and Saturday
Feb. 13 and 14

MEN'S SHIRTS
$1.65 . .. Reg. 32

OUR CHOICE

SKIS

PECK'S

Things you need now and m
need later at typical Pec|(
Dollar Day Savings.

Although at present these open
houses are in the experimental stage,
the attendance last Friday showed
tnat they will probably be continued
by popular demand — so don't miss
them.

Sun _ Mon _ Tue» . Wed
Feb. 15, 16, 17, 18

Have the

Campus Enjoys 23rd Carnival
Despite Tardiness Of Snow

Last Friday night wen- y W. e couples proved that the Coed Open
House at the Women's Union ir>m
seven to nine o'clock was a good
idea. This was the second of a serins
to be held each Friday night. Evuryone gathered around for a session
with Miller and "vie" dancing, a battle of ping-pong, or a lesson in pool.
Cokes were on sale for those who
found the tournaments too much for
/hem.

Thurs. Frl. Sat. - Feb. 12, 13, 14
"You Belong to Me" with Barbara Stanwyck and Henry Fonda.
"Young America" with Jane
Withers.

Sears

Large Attendance Proves
Coed Open House Popular

LEWISTON

Last, but by no means the least, is
the Publicity Committee, whose job it
is to keep in contact with each of the
Let Us Make Your Party Paetry
other nine committees, and In turn,
10 Park 8t
Tel. 4620
Lewiston to relay to the campus the work that
each Is doing. This is done by means
of posters, flyers, news stories, and
other announcements. The responsibility of getting over to both students
and faculty the importance of C. A.,
and to make the work of the Association, both as a whole and In each of
IN U560N sdrusmsioH.M.
LEWISTON. Ml,
its separate committees, known to
YOUR JEWELER
them, depends largely upon the work
of this Committee.

Glenwood Bakery

BUiBMS

Victor &Bluebird
Popular Records
AT

Seavey 's
140 COURT ST.

. AUBURN

BILL
THE BARBER

ELIZABETH MOORE '42

JOHN LLOYD '42

All reports from carnival indicate
that the twenty-third one sponsored
by the Bates College Outing Club was
one of the most successful the organization has ever arranged. This general opinion holds despite the fact
that weather conditions worked
against seniors Elizabeth Moore and
John Lloyd and their committees, and
that the intercollegiate competition
.vas postponed because of these con
ditions.
Tension of mid-years was given a
real let-up Friday evening at the
All-College skate when Martha Blaisdell was revealed to be Queen of the
week end festivities. In honor of Her
Majesty and of the opening of the
carnival, a near-professional ice revue

was presented by a troupe of skaters.
' Outstanding stars were Al St Denis
! '44 and a routine with Jean Rupp '45.
Saturday's skating events called forth
more spectators than competitors, so
general skating became the order until the hockey games took the stage.
Games in the gym also drew a crowd
of participants and watchers, as did
the lollypop race up ML David .Connie Blaisdelf *46 and Dave Nlckerson
42 won the prize.
Highlight of the week end came
with the Hop Saturday night, a'
which there was a goodly sprinkling
of military dress as well as formal.
Sunday's snow topped off the program in style for carnival-goers, who
hiked and skied to Thorncrag for
Open House, dancing and eats.

W. A. A. NEWS

plans for a demonstration which will
be glyen sometime this spring;
Ski Club member? gave the Apprentice Group lessons at Pole Hill on
Saturday afternoon and Sunday morn•ng. The Club Itself had a lesson from
Coach Durgin, Feb. 14 and 15 the Ski
Club is going on its annual trip to the
mountains. This year the girls will
stay overnight in Laconia and will ski
in the Belknap Region.
The Calendar of WAA for the rest
of the year has been changed to fit
in with the college calendar. Health
Week will be April 27-May 1. Many
of the usual features will be included
plus some new innovations. As in the
past the choosing of Betty Bates will
climax the events'. Lorna MacGray is
the chairman of Health Week.
The date of the Banquet is May 7.
Ida May Hollis is chairman.

Peck's fine Beloard shirts i
new Spring patterns.

DOVALETTES
4 pkgs $1 .. . Reg. 29C
The famous cleansing tissue
500 in a package.

SHARLOO SLIPS
$2 .. . Reg. $2.25
The lovely Trillium slip $al
can"t slip. Satin inserts.
No Dollar Day Merchandise on I
sale until Friday morning. Hun-|
dreds of values.

Plaza Grill
Home of Good Foo<
Up-to-the-minute Soda
Fountain. Air-Coaditione
Modern Booths
UNION SQUARE

The WAA Board at Its last meeting
chose representatives for two conferences. "Bing" Burns'and Nancy Gould
will go to Wellesley in April to the
National Conference. Over George
Washington's birthday, Lib Stafford,
Pril Simpson, "Holly" Hollis, and
Marty Littlefield will travel to Waterville where Colby College will entertain groups from Nasson, U of NH,
U of M, and Bates.
One representative from each class
lias been chosen for the Award ai<d
Nominating Committees.
On the
Award Committee are: Marion Ludwick, Ruth Jache, Betty Bamforth, and
Ruth Stone. The members of the committee which will nominate officers
for the Board are: Barbara Moore
'42, June Atkins, Fran Walker and
Jean Purinton.
New pencils have been purchased
for the bulletin boards in Rand so that
there will always be a pencil handy
where there is any signing up to do.
Ping-pong enthusiasts will be glad
to know that there are four new racquets in the Women's Union. Now no
one can lay the blame onto dilapidated racquets I* he doesn't win.
The WAA Board, Junior Board, and
a guest of each of the Board members
had a strenuous work out In Rand
Gym last Wednesday. The occasion
f.as barn dancing. Practice sessions
are being held in order that enough
people will know some square dances
t-Q that an All-College Barn Dance can
be held during Health 'Wee'k. At thai
time those who know the dances will
belp the others.
A group from the Dance Club gave
a demonstration at the YWCA. Tiie
Machine Age Dance was presented by
Betty Moore, Alice Turner, Dorothy
Foster, June Atkins, and Miss Moller.
Swimming Club has started making

Stiles Letter
(Continued from page one)

of British Cadets at the field who have
seen service in Dunkirk, as well as
some who took part in the air war
over Britain. These men served as
aerial gunners, and now want to learn
to fly, and then return home "as soon
as they can".
"Bob" has kept at his own flying,
and now has over 600 hours to his
credit. For those who are familiar
with the terminology, he is using a
plane of "3-S" type, North American,
2 place low-wing monoplane, cruising
speed of 150-200 miles per hoar. A
"very nice ship to take on crosscountry flights".

For Her!
The best is none too
good. Get Her a Valentine of distinction!
Colonial Bouquet in heart
boxes ....$1.50 to $3.00
Large assortment of Cut
Flowers
50c up
Cards of Quality from 15c
Little King Smith, Agent

Ann's Flower Shop
40 ASH ST. - LEWISTON
TEL. 827
EAT AT

LEWISTON

TEL. 13N

THE

Purity Restaurant
Fine Meals
Medium Rates
Main St.,

Lewiston

Milliken, Tomlinson Cc
Wholesale Grocers
I.G.A. Supply Dep(
and
Superba food Produci
11-15 Lincoln St.

LewistoJ

Henry Noli
Jewelry and Watch Bspshmjj
79 Listen Street

Tsleehe**

BMp Mi
THE QUALITY SHOP
14S College St. ■ S ml*, frem
Featuring Hamburg Sand
Hot Don* and Toasted Sand
Have You Tried Our SKea I
Open 7 A. M. to tSiaS P. »■

The College Store
later
■ATBS

STUDENTS

SERVING

R. W. CLAR]
Bates Own IMP* |

Italian & American
Foods

Reliable-Prompt-Accuratl
Courteous

STECKINO'S
104 MIDDLE ST
LEWISTON
Where You Oet Large Mnnere
Per Private Partfee Call SH4

TEL. U5
Cor. Main & Bates StfcJ

COLLEGE 8TREET

SHOE HOSPITAL
All Klndi ef Shoe Repairing
67 College Street

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.

HOOD'S
DELICIOUS IC1 CREAM

EDS

and

Man •

COED*

Heurei S-1S—1-§

Now Being laid at

LEWISTON, MAINE

YOUR BATE8 COLLEGE STORE

We Solicit the Business of Betes Students

